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As the 1988-89 slackademic year winds down, we have the feeling of looking back over a wide 
crevasse to last June when we were first planning out changes to come in the magazine. This year 
has really been an amazing one for us: nine months drunk on a unique kind of voyeurism from 
daily reading of diverse new poetry from around the states, so that instead of newspaper 
information we've been tuning in to the inner registrations of poetic consciousness, almost like 
having access to the journals of the angels in Wings of Desire. The Spring has seen two roadtrips 
in search of America and American poets to both New Orleans and Boston coupled with chance 
meetings of writers like Ahmos Zu Bolton, Lee Grue and Joe Napora. What you have in your 
hands is our big end-of-the-year, themeless, blowout issue which would have a radically altered 
appearance had it not been for the generosity and hospitality of John Solt, who personally turned 
us on to the world of the Japanese avant garde, letting us pick through his vast archive of goodies 
specifically for use in Nexus. Also with this issue we are experimenting with laying out poems 
directly from the poet's typewriter -- this will either give us a rough street credibility or an aura of 
unprofessionalism. We also expanded the BOHO section a bit to include extra exhuberances we 
have come by as of late. Well, that's about it for now except that we are interested in assessing the 
needs of Wright State student poets and artists, so please feel free to drop in the office and rap; 
we've got a growing collection of poetry mafs, underground press publications and directories 
that are available to student writers as in-office resources. Take care, and keep to the margins. 
(Q)[H] [M(Q) ~ffi\~(UJ(Q) ~ LJ(Q) [Q)ffi\[N](C~ 
[UJ [p>(Q)[N] ffi\ ~~ffi\ (Q)[F ~(Q)[N] ~~ 
In 1949 when Ohno Kazuo was 43 years old, he performed his first 
dance, simply called "Tango". Today, at the age of 83, he is perhaps the 
greatest dancer of all Japan and the recognized founder of butoh, the 
most abstract dance form in the world that combines performance art, 
German Expressionism, minimalism, Kabuki and Noh. Ohno dances 
gracefully between the realms of the dead and the living in guise of 
man and woman, ghost and angel, cripple and athlete. He is the man of 
a million masks and takes dance into realms of religion. His pieces 
include "Book of the Dead", "Portrait of Mr. O", "La Argentina", "The 
Water Lilies of Monet" and "The Dead Sea". Presented here is a selection 
of glimpses of the dancer taken by some of Japan's top photographers. 
The following text is excerpted from Ohno Kazuo'.s ar~icle 
"The Dead start Running," which first appeared 1.n ~ 
Rail No.8 (translation by John Solt). 
When a human being is standing, he imagines that countless lives 
surround him and co-exist. 
When I faced the sun, standing on one of the mountains that encircle 
the Dead Sea, the continental drift which followed the creation of 
heaven and earth reflected in and emerged from the bottom of my 
mind. 
People have their own personal histories, but the universe also has its 
own curriculum vitae. People's personal histories manifest as they 
overlap with the career of the universe. 
The dance costume is the universe. As well as wearing a costume over 
the flesh, the flesh is a dance costume that the soul is wearing. 
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I must transcend the wall of flesh that stands blocking the way in front 
of me. Footsteps of dead people carrying love. In the midst of dead 
people who lost their way blindly seeking love, I want to repeat the 
experience I had at the Dead Sea over and over again. 
EIKOHOSOE(D~ti ·~IT~ 0 
The flesh is scattered in pieces and only eyes are pried open. When I 




GUILLAUME APOLLINAIRE GOES TO WAR 
Night falls 
You sense coming 
A long future of blood 
G.A. 1915 
A war would let me breathe 
at least once, instead I smother now 
my straining lips in the trenches 
A 
of musty Nimes linen tonight 
He who must die in the holes 
of war will envy me this 
wrung out cloth 
this sheeting which is kneaded 
by pincering fingers shaping vainly 
the abstract of a haze 
the entry of my one calm 
the bloom never here 
not here 
not for le mal-aime" 
here only the nun-like buttons 
on the bed cover, under the cloth caps 
the metal below warms 
to the rubbing, the fingering 
as dry as the dusted breast 
in the scraped fields of an autumn 
I pluck them softly now 
as beads in church 
begging for the Venus sea to coat us 
whole but once more 
Catch the train 
the few short nights have left you already 
this war at its least, lingers 
a hell 
and fluids to write with. 
DALI-ARGOT (for him in 1989) 
And the classroom walls crumble softly away. 
The windows become sand again 
the ink water again 
the desks trees again 
the chalk cliffs again 
the pen-shaft a bird again. 
--Jacques Prevert, 1949 
A nightling sun 
soars through the revenges 
of day 1i ps 
intersections happen rarely
but not with care 
time cuts 
delve 
rise to insult in a fugue
of biology 
seeding with lava where 
currants are sought 
foot on plate 
blues plus bluster poses 
a sensitive scribe 
with brush and melts 
fishin g in Lethe 
retrea ving the absence 
of cons truction and dialing 
the ruff ing 
He sits to fade 
in armor of soft clay
and hair: the needles 
the morphi us fingers erosion 
flaccid new land 
blooming blackly from 
saliva of eyes 
crumble a headstone in this 
way and sauce it 
the cantata garden is waiting 
to be shown 
azure ants almonds abound 
cache the prank; cache it 
breathe the plot with 
splashes of blood 
Brushflies inkflow paintair 
the lexicon of tunnels 
l 1 
JUDYALKUT 
The Chateau of Andre Breton 
HOMAGE A SURREALISM 
AYvesTanguy: Alleys of Imaginary Cities 
J ' 
A Rene Magritte: Forbidden Realm A Giorgio de Chirico: Enigma ofthe Square 
CLARENCE MAYBEE 



























about the nature 
of these things. 
Could a tree 
be pleasing 









the words walk 
across the page 
and down, 
while I 













the fasting Buddha 
nothing but bones 
and determination 






the Royal River Hotel 
has 1ts insignia 
1mprinted in sand 
in the ashtray 
next to the elevator 
while the poor 
brush their teeth 
in the muddy river water 
the lonely songs of farm animals 
on the wings of a dragonfly 
come to rest 
on an elephant's toenail 
2 1 
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WILLIAM VIRGIL DAVIS 
In Budapest 
In budapest I saw 
a taxi stop, saw 
the dr1ver quarrel
with a or1pple
in an intersection, 
in Budape st. 
In Budapest
the cripple stuck 
his crutch through
the window of a car. 
The dr1 ver pulled 1t 
1nto the car, 
out of the crippled 
man's hand and 
tossed 1t into the back 
of the taxi 
and drove away, 
through Budapest. 
TIMOTHY VIATOR 
Journey to Egypt 
1 
Descent into Cairo 
On the desert floor, 
the clouds' shadows 
are blue. 
So in the distance, 
sand and sky, 
cloud and shadow blend 
as though time will last forever. 
2 
The Mediterranean and its Lesson 
Standing on its Alexandrian shore, 
I watch young fishermen casting nets, 
and know now 
how to say 
what I've felt for weeks: 
poets must return the sea 
to fishermen. 
3 
Visiting the Luxor Temple 
Never wake me again 
to watch the shadow of the earth 





-- for Robert Granger 
Of course we're driving 
against long chains· ambient mountains 
turning in the wintered air 
snow-runnels fingering black rock shoulders. 
We take distracted gulps from cigarettes 
the world veers arcs the road 
becoming straight the world becoming 
bent 
bending between the turbulence of rock and land 
in a word --
which like all things is caught 
in the flows of the journeying mind 
scraps of our perseverance dissolved 
like frazzle ice in whitewater -
ina word 
like "de-differentiation" 
suddenly perceive the miracle: 
roclk swirling around water. 
No law of physics to protect us 
being flung around the universe. 
By now we recognize the black peaks 
that lean over the town 
the shallower hills below them 
and the Portneuf 
and the constellations of city lights 
pouring through the darkness beside us. 
Vague familiarity of home 
is the raiment of bare hills 
and squat flat houses 
and how this cut in the heaps of mountains 
shall bear the din of our perceptions 
is unknown. 
There is no stillness here 
only disruption -- livesful 
we yearn to track out as ripples 
of cause effect predict 
that of course we are driving 
had always had to drive 
delivered as flotsam seed-blown 
our will our fate 
subject to motion and the motion of objects 
without border reign or opportunity. 
We come back relieved 
knwoing the world must have known 
from the beginning we would celebrate 
its impossibilities 
and of course we are celebrating 
ourselves the drifting 
our minds gratefully no nearer to being conscious 
only praise for the world and eventualities 
our loves of homes children and women 
and even the gratitude 
if it should ever come to be 
that we are turned away. 
EVENING RAGA 
There is a sound -­
as though flowers 
punching up through the black wet lips 
of earth to taste the crumbled sunshine 
sound of things to surface 
that had been there dormant--
it rained your whole life 
and put you down in the dumps you said 
drinking burning cold beer outside in March. 
Conventional wisdom would disallow you 
to stare at the sun widened on distance 
but you did anyway 
a green spot dancing in your eyes for hours after. 
That's when the music came in 
the sound of a memory tearing out of the place 
where it had been sown 
back in lilac groves probably 
or by the drunken heads of peonies 
exotic and grand in flat land without edges 
the way they do 
in a horrible moment of familiarity. 
Familiar? 
It was familiar 
as passion seems to be 
as though all to be recalled were memories 
"a second-hand life" 
and yet--
a raison detre. 
"Oh these suds are good" 
which was a way not to speak of it 
the matter perhaps dying then and there where it was born. 
And yet that sound: 
What was it? 
A random expulsion of your Vulcan mind 
whose life only was in oblivion. 
The willow poured itself toward the ground 
lifting in breeze fronds lifting then drooping 
like someone flinging out a sheet 
and letting it drift slowly down 
precisely on the bed --
the sun swoll behind the scented wisps. 
It was gone soon as it had appeared 
a "random fluctuation of nothing" you said 
but completely dissolute 
the music of its passing through you. 
What happens is joy. Not this much suffering 
or misery 
not a thousand thousand who disappeared 
or a mute earth strangled by ignorant hordes 
is less than joy 
unfolded in the realm of all the transpiring 
so that it was joy you could not bear 
that unbearable happiness sprouted from bearable pain 
and I see now the sun must be a solace 
and the odds in your favor 
that any one of them while falling 





If I could seal 
The Ocean in an envelope, 
I'd mail it to 




I've spent 19 years dripping blood 
in a hundred different apartments 
their walls battered by my fists 
the woodwork splintered & the nails exposed 
Always this broken glass in the corner 
& a trashcan overfilled with year-old bandaids 
I was always here 
lying on top of wooden pallets 
with all my dead friends 
from the Nam 
forever coming home to the sweet anns 
of Agent Orange 
more years than any answer 
how can my children 
calmly look at me 
over breakfast cereal 







spoils of war 
lCXJkin thru all this shit i came across o 
ld foto alla us srnilin shit-faced grins b 
randnew PFCs in the calif sun Billyboy n 
ot grinnin anymore hes got no mouth left 
Denver Ron who found out might quick why 
dCXJrgunners werent even listed on actuari 
al tables & a few more who re monumented 
now & the rest of us whose fingers brail 
le blackgranite letters & who sometimes d 
ig up all this old shit meaning someday t 
burn it but for now caress our attic d s 
hoebox d memories with a rage & tenderness 
our lovers will never know 
last waltz 
don t want to slow dance around this any 
more don t want yr body any body tween 
me & it even in saigon hotel bar claym 
ore get ya mama sans enbicycled grenad 
e get ya theres no difference here as y 
ou slip thru slide afloat ride atop th 
is pleasurewave here beneath my hands th 
eres a man just behind me got the breat 
h of a jackal hand fulla dope he ~hisp 
ers in my ear not movin his lips telep 
athy of need its all the same all at t 
he same time do you see that as you ga 
sp under gibbous n y moon thighs astrai 
n in release . its all the same the slow 







One thing is for certain: 
if the scene seduces us, 





What's a matta? 
















GAZE GAGA GAZE 






CAGE IS TI-IE RAGE 





Talce it off. 
FASCINATE ME GAZE 
GAZEGAUGE 
GOUGE ME GAZE 




FASCINATE ME GAZE PAPA 
FASCINATE ME MAMA 
Charge me, Daddy 
Crank me, spank me 
FASHIONATE ME GAZE 
FASHIONATE ME CAGE 
FASHION ME FASCISM 
FASHIONISM 
Here's the man 






The electrodes attach here 












your lap . 
open the trap 
Colonel Pile o' Medals 
His name is North 
But he isn't worth 
The words in the mouth 
of the child dying in the south. 
LEE MEITZEN GRUE 
FIELDS 
Crows running like dogs across an open corn field, 
the train from Bratislava to Budapest 
gathers like a combine, land 
familar as Texas is tucked under. 
I never leave home. 
It races after me like my shadow 
sewn to my feet by coarse black thread. 
Back there on the bay hill, Uncle Buttons stands 
handing me his shotgun. It's greasy, 
This shot some black birds -- fifty cents apiece. 
Give it to your boys 
Arrogant with mother love I hand it back. 
My sons don't hunt. 
That was before one bought a shotgun, 
the other registered. 
Eight thousand miles away, 
I'm traveling over fields where farmers harvest 
shrapnel, the crows heavy with corn 
scramble up the slope like men loaded with annnunition. 
FRANK D. MOORE 
Fires 
The day lily show out of my chest, 
orange-red petals striped at the throat 
with yellow; tongues of fire 
flickered on the room's white walls. 
Later, when the surgeon cut 
through my ribs on the left side, the lung 
came apart like cinders in his hand. 
Now he focusses sad and hot on my chest. 
A bomb is dropped on a house 
forty blocks away and I see from my window 
the first shoots of flame dance on a roof. 
Smoke slowly twists up the sky 
and spreads out in one giant lobe. 
In the corner of my living room, 
the TV shimmers with heat and sparks, 
and I pace back and forth while a voice cries, 
"Why aren't they putting out the fire?" 
Like long fingers of a hand, flames reach out, 
enfold and entire city block, 
eleven still inside: men, women and children, 
who turn to each other like swimmers, 
slow, blind, speaking fire. 
After the doors of the furnace open and close, 
who remembers the shape 







TSUJI SETSUKO machikado (a street comer) 
'70 vou Keishoten 






I closed one door and then a door to a room. Then I also locked my 
voice in, and shriveled up in escape from some creepy man. I 
sprinkle powder over my head and shrink, at last crawling up my own 
asshole. That guy is holding a hammer and shouting. I can see him 
by looking out through the mouth. 
ESCAPE! 
"You'll get caught if you don't escape." 
But the guy following is already right there. In the shade of the 
telephone pole? In the manhole. Oh, I'll ask the fat man coming up 
here to help me out. He puts his hat on and shows a Saturday 3:30 
p.m. face. I'll aim for the middle of his hat and hide myself. 
Soundlessly, I slide on his bald head and fall on my butt; but I manage 
to hang on to two of his hairs and just get away. 
4 3 
I 
THE WIDE FOREHEAD 
There is a company president whose forehead is so wide that it 
became a table. A conference has been held there since this afternoon. 
After the conference, children came out, and it turned into the 
playground where they kicked the ball around. 
TEN PEOPLE 
are walking single file in a line. Just behind the tenth , a pelicar 
follows. From the first person on, smoke billows up. When the tentl· 
begins burning, the pelican sprays water stored in his mouth on all o, 
them at once. Only ten stones, forming a single line, remain in the 
middle of the road. 
TEMPLE 
I decided to go as far as the temple and, carrying medicine, pilers, 
mirror, and tobacco pouch on my back, walked along kicking a stone 
of life's negativity. Along the way, for I don't know what reason, the 
stone transformed into a chunk of bread. 
4 5 
DON THRASHER 
Interlu4e In Blue 
Drumfires blaze like a tempest 
in alleyway dustbins 
the city boys cry 
and chant in time 
with the flames 
spinning cocoons and collages 
of butterfly photographs 
They drink of the August 
moon together, wet, 
silent, beneath wind chimes 
peyote steaming blue- streaming thru 
their ramshackle skulls 
pressed between the pages 
like petals in a Bible 
They struggle with the curve 
of amnesia and collect 
steering wheels every other Thursday 
with the dusty flowerman who 
stands on the street corners screaming 
"Happiness is the bastard child 
that sleeps thru the rain." 
JASON DRAKE 
Wednesday, April twelve, nineteen hundred eighty nine. 
The edge of Damocles pushes down in a one hair force of 
safety. 
the end is soon , but not enough nothing in summer 
future except druging lonely packing thoughts of supine 
gesture. 
swallowed by kingish feelings of uselessness, Metternich is 
leading an outmoded Austria to it's end. 
Hearing good job, but not feeling the kind, kind flood of 
warm. 
I hold my own hand. 
Leadership is not rewarded, frustrated graspsing of a 
dark, small leaf. 
benefits to Him, but me is a not. 
Paint helps I learn, but Doubt of success, truth 





they called you ghost 
dancer blues phantom 
wondering wheN you 
disappe aN d to under 
a delta moon seeking 
out th@ dark forces 
of trui snake doctor 
night starving for 
tha he llhound' s eyes 
the alligator swamps 
the spanish moss and 
your guitar strings 
sounded like a 
chorus of lmin s 
slicing epen the 
darkness for all 
that was alive and 
all you could do 
in the lowdown dust 
was scream and shout 
no one had to te11 you 
because you aln!ady 
knew what the blues 
was all about 
house ~t vot,doo 
you can hear the slide 
of an old blues and the 
munnur or Yoices on 
bourbon street as you 
•nter the house of voodoo 
where the chicken 111.&n 
presides the V$Odoo king 
of new orleans a name 
given to hill by the 
people of the city from 
some Yoodeo rites where 
he would bite oft the 
head ot a live chicken 
cane in, come on in 
he says, it doesn't cost 
a thing te come in 
then closes the dQor 
behind you and says 
it does cost tG get out 
then laughs and laughs 
you can buy channs and 
talismans a necklace 
with the teeth of a 
wild boar a black cat 
bone a john the conquer 
root and f•r a donation 
a blood-red moj• bag 
take it home put it under 
yeur bed in the full of 





Pie11 in my brother 
and walk in these v«>oda. 
Stick out JOUr tongue 
and you11 know every ti:ee. 
When time rum low ride 
Sallr1 broom over brown leaves. 
Ferry Cross the Mersy 
Wedon-rcue 
what yom name ii. 
We-Ve ah-eadytumod away 
lwry. 
Juliu 
and Nicky Tedesco. 
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I wonder Somet~would 
happen. If I lost control 
of everything. My dreams make 
me do things when I'm awake. 
I guess you'd call it sleepwalki
I'm so afraid I'll turn on 
the gas in my sleep. Who has 
control of this? I talked to 
that girl. I suggested 
she go back with her old 
boyfriend. If it'd help her ou
· I figured it'd make me seem 
, cool to her. And she'd 1 ike 
i me more. She went back with 
her old boyfriend. She did 
like me more. More, even, than 
her old boyfriend. But she 
was back with her old boyfriend
I lost patience and woke up. On
morning I put my shoes on • ...__ 
and combed my hair. Before;.,..., 
I realized it was a dream. 
Once I went to work with~ -
no pants on. But then I realize
it was a dream. Once I thought -r
I was a person. A year -:;: ....;.___; 
went by before I woke up•
I was still in the same -
place. Once I thought~-
I fell in love. When I 
woke up I was still in •~ 
love. Then I realized I 
was a 
be in love except in the 
dream. But she went to~:p~
JOHN M. BENNETT 
GLASSES 
I was rubbing my glasses with rubber cement I was 
under my glasses inhaling a pillow I was 
glueing a seed and a shoelace on my glasses on my 
glasses I was swatting a fly on my glasses I was 
slamming a door I was watching a bus I was 
wiping my glasses on the spitty sidewalk I was 
shopping for condoms slapping my glasses over a 
blender I was twisting my r.lasses squinting a 
wrench drinking tears from my glasses I was 
sterilizing my glasses in the oven and 
scalding my eyes I was dropping my 
glasses in the sink and they 
whirled in the drain under my glasses I was 
climbing a wall I was flailing fog I was 
sniffing a tire and shining a windshield in my 
glasses I'm cleaning my nose I'm licking a lens I'm 
naked and flying a kite in my glasses 
5 l 
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JOHN M. BENNE~ _... JUN 5 1987 JUN 5 1987
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High wind-blown pure air 
The curlew calling and 
Green grass rippling. 
5A wild magic of untamed placesDistilled essence of: 
 Cotton grass and birch bark 
  Sun glinting on peaty waterThe holy stone, forgotten bones 
Chestnut brown kestrel's feather 
The shaman calling
Stop. 
 Now listen to the oneness 
 Within yourself, 
 You are a part of 1t All. 
 
HURSTWOOD. 
Pennine colour as evening fades: 
Depth of purple outlines hills, 
Sky a shifting of grey to blue. 
Space and light dissolve all 
Boundaries setting sheep and cattle 
Adrift in sea of rippling moorland. 
R ICHARD ALAN BUNCH 
Muir Beach 
note the edge 
where seawinds open into song and 
still cows graze the green 
and breakers scarp profiles, 
their crags sprayed foam snow; 
a lone cormorant cruises 
rolling shoulders, his eye 
a razor for the lurk of wave; 
out at sea a tanker lingers 
in the sun setting 
where billows tint eyelids of seem, 
journeys west the east to steep; 
in a deep inlet: a mallard 
feeds, his head dips down 
below the edge 
where song scatters waves 
of curvaceous now 
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THEODORE ENSLIN 
ON A PORCH IN BERKELEY 
As I think of what I did not think 
in early years rrry shadow a:=; myself 
nearly contained on SW'lmer days at noon 
a small boy leaping for innocence 
it deepened chords of joy on opening 
later on a sense of power serious 
now to laugh at what I am 
becoming is the greatest joke and so 
a pinch of dust here and there to stumble 
a lenethenine shadow which contains the heat of i t 
little to impress the waning senses 
MORGAN GIBSON 
San Francisco floats in fog. 
I slt, havi ng nothing to say. 
I want to start over, all over. 
I want to say a first word: 
new name for a life unimagined. 
I watch your dance in the fog 
each tu rn dancing me 
out of my self to you 
as you dance me too 






Of dr. eckleburg 
Are an angel from above. 
The lost generation 
Sips pink champagne. 
In a chicago garage, 
Amid oil-stain islands 
On a cement sea, 
Hoodlums reek of bathtub gin 
And swim 
In liquid crimson. 
The scapegoat anarchists. 
Star in 
A pt bamum trial 
The tramp 
Flickers inside the 
Silver screen. 
A bobbed jazz baby 
Flapper sits and smokes 
Atop the piano humming 
The melody to the new morality. 
* KRISTIN BRUCKER UNTITLED
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LAlJRA ALBRECHT 
All Corne to Look for America 
America, you are not who you thought you were. 
Your disguise is painted on so well. 
All the shadows in the right hollows. 
All the twinkles stapled into the eyes, studded 
into the smiles. 
Laughter taped to every inch of exhale. 
Fingers snapping and hair freshly combed. 
But when hard rain rain falls the paint slides off, 
Runs in thick rivulets down flesh and voice and 
flag fingers. 
What kind of face is left burning in the close sun? 
White with the anger of not having the biggest toys. 
Jealous over money. whining over tiny pains. 
Eyes closed in the glare, against lethal injection 
twitching, 
Against children hearing bedtime stories in the back 
seats of stalled car homes, 
Against the pain of government induced addictions and 
neglect and anger and scream bleeding pain. 
Your thin lips split, foul gust of wind escaping 
After being smothered under plastic smile seal for 
two hundred years. 
And the universe weeps and dreams of sculpting golden 
glitter stars from garbage stains. 
6 8 
AMERICAN JOB #1. Sharp ½size offset zine of the Am 
erican (focus on midwest) job experience, this mag 
gives vent to a variety of true tales in the spiri 
t of Factotum, which reminds me that I've never wr 
itten of my own experiences at a Swiss restaurant 
in the Rockies as a dishwasher. "So you vant to be 
a vriter? HA! Look at you with your dishoan hands! 
HA HA HA!!" But the worst was the grease trap in t 
he cellar which had to be cleaned every three mont 
hs. Three months of accumulated post-garbage-dispo 
sal food matter! YEMGH! ! ! No address on this one, 
but I got mine from Randy Russell. 
ANTI-SOCIAL #4. Tom Roberts and Company's collecti 
on of _graphic anarchy -- humor that really makes y 
ou think. Even the crudest "Bull Dyke Biker Broads 
"is brimming with wise-iosity and"Th Map is Not 
the Territory" is startling in its brutal truth. c 
omix for the fringe. Also by the same yuksters is 
Ms. Antisocial, a stab at feminist complacency whi 
c- I have to admit is a veritable laugh riot. (no
address) 
what sort of woman reads Ms.Anti-Social? 
She's today's hard charging, tough as 
press-on nails tigress, seeing what she 
wants and quickly stuffing it into her 
purse before anyone notices. Whether 
she's sexually blackmailing her way up 
the corporate ladder or aerobecising 
herself to heartbursting excess, she's 
always driving herself, pedal to the 
metal, until she lands with a fiery 
thud. And if you've got j~st half the 
nerve she does, then maybe, just maybe, 
Ms. Anti-Social is for you too. 
Ms. Anti-Social 20 skimpy pages (including the glossy 
cover) featuring comics by and about women, a makeup 
makeover, recipes and more. Send $1.75 to Tom Roberts/ 
333 s. East Ave., ~209/0ak Park, IL 60302 
A HELPLESS ANGER PRODUCTION distributed by Capital City & 
Printed Matter, Inc. 
ARCHIE McPHEE is a catalog of this Seattle firm' 
s warehouse of every conceivable gimmick -n- odd 
ity to grace the American milieu ... tiki god part 
y lights, pink flamingos, glow-in-the-dark squid 
s,potato guns, shroud of turin 3d cards, sparkin 
g monsters, rubber cockroaches, beagle pusses, s 
hark hats, sushi pencil sharpeners and a plethor 
a of things that buzz, glow, squirm, bounce and 
vibrate. In itself, a statement of our times. $2 
from Archie McPhee, Box 30852, Seattle WA 98103 
FACTSHEET FIVE 30. Another colossal compendium o 
f resources and publications of the Fringe bein 
g 110 jam-packed pages of reviews -n- addr;sses 
re: mail art, zines of every persuasion, anarcho 
pr~paganda~ co~servative spew, film rags, gay/le 
sbian publications, sex-n-erotica w/ a section o 
n poetry mags too. In addition, there's articles 
on the inventor of the Xerox machine,experioddic 
a,video, record reviews, book reviews, comix an 
d more! You can get all this info for a measly 2 
clams from Mike Gunderloy, 6 Arizona Ave,, Renss 
elaer NY 12144-4502. 
FILM THREAT 18. I look forawrd to issues of Film T 
hreat like I used to look forward to copies of Tes 
co Vee's Tough & Go mag and for many of the same r 
easons, in particular to see just what icon they'l 
1 trash or what carpet they'll be trackin' mud acr 
oss. It takes talent to inspire a steady flow of h 
ate mail, so editor Christian Gore must have somet 
hing on the ball. This issue has a sneak peek at t 
he Batman flick & bits on Tom Waits, Mink Stole, t 
he Toronto Film Fest, David Cronenberg and more! a 
11 smeared down on paper with a healthy snottiness 
that's conspicuously absent from today's journalis 
m. FILM THREAT,P.O.BOX 951, ROYAL OAK MI 48068. 
5 MINUTES LATE. Not a zine at all, but a collectio 
n of short shories from the typewriter of Randy 
Russell. No other writer I know of captures the sp 
irit of what it's like to be young and adrift int 
he wasteland called Ohio. His offset novel Univers 
e City was a brilliant, straight-faced and angst-a 
ripping series of looped spirals into the p~che of 
the poet pushing his pen against the dead-end vaca 
nt lots, hollow factories and grey waters of North 
eastern Ohio. This collection picks up that same c 
razed, frustrated and searching voice in a new ser 
ies of short dead-pan tales. Included: "Shit, rose 
s and beer," "Today started Out Bad Yesterday" and 
"Head like a Broken Windshield." Send $2 to 1320 W 
116 #9, Cleveland OH 44102. You'll be glad you did. 
Uffel@
FLIPSIDE #59. Essential reading for new teen idles 
--especially brilliant is the Penelope Houston (Av 
engers) article and 1988 Reader's Choice Poll, alo 
ng with reviews to base astrological decisions on 
(though Eyeball gets slagged). $1.50 from P.O.BOX 
363, Whittier CA 90608. 
FROGPOND Vol. XII No.l. is published by the Haiku 
society of America and is not only an ongoing over 
view of haiku being written in English (and Spanis 
h), but also features critical articles and schola 
rly insight into the world'ds shortest poetic form 
. The quality of this publication is outstanding i 
n terms of both layout and choice of material and 
there is a sense of play throughout the issue that 
is delightful. One can also join the Haiku Society 
as well. Two a<ltr-esses: HAIKU SOCIETY OF AMERICA, 
333 EAST 47TH ST., NEW YORK NY 10017 
Frogpond, 970 Acequia Madre, Santa Fe NM 87501. 
I GO TO VOMIT 50¢. Snappy lil' xeroxed poem that c 
urses and rages through a month of observations in 
a Country Manor restaurant. Writ by Ray Speen, ex­
Burning Spatula, ex-poet and former vegetarian. Fr 
om: Legal Hassle Publications, 1320 West 116th St. 
#9, Cleveland OH 44102. 
ISSN 0954-2965 
~ KEROUAC CONNECTION 
e 
A magazine devoted to the life and works of 
JACK KEROUAC and other contemporary writers 
and personalities, including NEAL CASSADY, 
ALLEN GINSBERG, VILLIAH BURROUGHS, JOHN 
CLELLON HOLMES, BRION GYSIN .......... . 
-~~-~~-~}:.~.i:>.!.~_on __r~!-~ (4 issues): £4 .00 UK; £5.00 Eu~ope;
:•:•:=:;::=i)]ill·-ff}{:--·-.::·_ :·:•:•:: [6.00 (=$10.00) USA/Canada. Fro·11 editor: 
Dave Hoo re, 19 \lorthing Rd., Pat chway, Bristo). 8512 SHY. 
THE KEROUAC CONNECTION #17. Dave Moore delivers an 
other scholarly look at the Kerouac experience fro 
m diverse angles and locations with articles on th 
e Jack Kerouac Commemorative in Lowell and an inte 
resting "Meditations on 'Theme' in Kerouac." The 
definitive wrap on the matter. 
KEROUAC CONNECTION, 19 Worthing Road, Patchway, 
BRISTOL BS12 SHY ENGLAND. 
KYOTO REVIEW 22 Spring 1989. This is their thickes 
t and most comprehensive issue to date for those i 
nterested in the Japanese literary/intellectual sc 
ene. Since its inception in the early 70's, the Ky 
oto Review has been a forum for the free-thinking 
non-conformist element of Japan's intelligensia. I 
ncluded in this issue are a Transcription of Allen 
Ginsberg's "What the East Mean s to Me," Katagiri 
Yuzuru's in-depth study of improvisation in folkso 
ng, as well as poetry and book reviews. 90 pp. fro 
m: Kyoto Review, % Kyoto Seika University, 137 
Kina, Iwakura, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606 Japan. 
LOST AND FOUND TIMES #24. John M. Bennett (not to 
be confused with that other Small Press demon John 
Bennet on the West Coast -ed.) seems to be unrival 
led in productivity. Great graphic-oriented mix of 
concrete-ish and free wheeling poetry -- extremely 
prime. More than on the ball, this is off the wall 
(How 'bout "balls to the wall"? -ed.) A must see 
137 Le·land Ave. Columbus OH 4321 ➔ , 
ONTHEBUS 
ONTHEBUS Vol.1#1. This is a steal at only three cl 
ams, being 150 pages of strong, immediate writing 
from that Saragasso Sea of America called L.A. and 
is a product of the L.A. Poets Cooperative, a work 
shop taught by poet Jack Grapes. This issue, laid 
out in an interesting variety of typefaces bodes w 
ell for the whole project, because it is simply so 
fresh, honest and good-spirited. This is more down 
to earth than the Kubernik compliation LPs because 
there is less roon for poet's personalities. I am 
also unaware of any other b&A& anthologies of cont 
emporary L.A. poets, so this is someth ing to pick 
up. Quarterly from Bombshelter Press, 6421½ Orange 
Street, Los Angeles CA 90048. 
THE PLOWMAN #6. I don't like reading poetry in an 
ewspaper format, unless it's printed on pretty goo 
d paper, which this is not. I also don't like bein 
g grumpy, but there seems to be little editorial d 
irection with this one or sense as to what makes a 
good poem. After two or three bad poems, I'm pawin 
g my way to the classifieds, which is the strength 
of this publication: In-depth reviews and listings 
of resources for poets who are just beginning to f 
lap their creative appendages. Box 414 , Whitby, 
Ontario, CANADA LlN SS4. 
ROHWEDDER ("rough weather") is the sole literary 
Journal on the West Coast that focuses on inter­
national art, the work of a group of Los Angeles 
poets and writers. Issue #3 is an invaluable col 
lection of current translations of contemporary 
Central American poets, most notably Roque Dalto 
n, a Salvadoran poet and revolutionary who was e 
xecuted by his comrades in 1975. This bilingual 
edition hits hard like a jackboot in the stomach 
or a billyclub to the f~ce out of an area where 
the political situation is such that surrealism 
and superrealism are not art forms but survival 
techniques. Issue #4 takes the reader to another 
psychopolitical region-EUROPE-with another slew 
of contemporary translations of Sarah Kirsch (W. 
Germany) ,Eugenio de Andrade (Portugal), Halina 
Poswiatowska (Poland)and Reiner Kunze (GDR) , as 
well a fascinating photo-essay of the found-art 
artist Raffael Rheinsberg. Rohwedder is fresh, h 
ighly graphic and well worth the $4 cover price. 
From: ROHWEDDER, P.O . BOX 29490, LOS ANGELES CA 
90029 USA. 
SEMIOTEXT(E) :U.S.A. (13). In my humble opinion, th 
is particular issue is the current guide to Americ 
an anarchist writings anciactivities. Literally bu 
rsting with articles/graphix from all"schools" of 
anarchist thought and beyond i.e. syndicalists mix 
ed with Bob Black, this is much more than a social 
comment. This is a work of collective genius, caus 
tic, abrasive words to live by. Buy and die. This 
goes far beyond mere questioning. over 350 pages!! 
From: 522 Philosophy Hall, Columbia University,
New York NY 10027 
THE SIGNAL is a sharo, clean and crisp poetry mag 
that is striving to ~reate a strong ~eeling of mu~ 
ual support and inspiration among writers and arti 
sts. Vol.l No.2 features a lot of strong poetry an 
d an article on Braughtigan. For young, dedi?ate~ 
writers, this would seem to be an ideal publicatio 
n to send stuff to. Sample copies are $3.00 from: 
P.OBOX 9, EMMETT ID 83617. 
SOUND CHOICE #11. Eclectic journeys to musical inf 
inity, Sound Choice seems to be breathing more of 
the OP spirit than its :post-OP alter-ego, OPtion, 
withmore of a fanzine feel to it. Excellent featu 
res on Greg Ginn and "The Death of Jazz in the Bla 
ck Community" as well as an in-depth review sectio 
n. P.O.BOX 1251, Ojai CA 93023. 
TIMBUKTU #3. Bi-annual literary magazine with nice 
, strong fiction , a rare thing in these days of ce 
rebral, neurotic and vague prose. Elizabeth Searle 
's "Skin" is particularly good. Vibrant graphix an 
d longer poetry, too. 
P.O.BOX 469, Charlottesville VA 22902. 
LOVE IS THE INTERNALISED INVERSION 
OF THE SPECTACLE OF OPPRESSION 
VAGUE 20: Televisionaries. What started out as am 
ere Britpunkzine now is a perfect-bound annual jou 
rnal of lucid anarchist writings and agitprop that 
asks "Is Stoke Newington really like a bad night 
n Saigon?" and "Did the Baadar-Meinhof gang copy t 
he Sex Pistols?" This issue excerpts Bob Black's '.E. 
he Abolition of Work & probes a theme of European 
terrorism. Contributors have included Crass, membe 
rs of Psychic TV, Robert Anton Williams and Mark S 
tewart. VAGUE, BCM BOX 7207, LONDON WCIN 3XX. 
WHITE CLOUDS REVUE #1. Wind Vein Press's house ma 
g of vital western poetry. If our last issue of We 
stern poetry struck your fancy, then you may wish 
to pursue your pursuit of this vein through this m 
agazine. Scott Preston is a champion of straight-a 
head cactus and sagebrush rambling and as editor o 
f the Revue is dedicated to the proliferation oft 
he genre. Sharp graphix, too. 
Wind Vein Press, P.O.BOX 462, KETCHUM ID 83340 
i 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
BAND OF SUSANS Love Agenda (Blast First) Not too 
many LPs actually sound better when you play 'em 
at the wrong speed (like the Iron Cross 7"), but 
this is one of them. Slow and dirgy at 33 1/3, bu 
zzsaw rockin' at 45. Take your pick. This disc fe 
atures the ponderous axe-weilding of N.Y. luminar 
ies Robert Poss (founder of Tot Rocket) and Glenn 
Branca cohort Page Hamilton. Solid and loud. 
BLOOD CIRCUS Primal Rock Therapy Loud longhaired 
leatherclad lacerating Pacific coast punk to pul 
verize potato beetle poster painters posthaste. P 
lease forgive all allit ration always, Alfonso. T 
his 12" e.p. will cleave yer cranium and crease y 
our cerebrum ala other NWesternet's Mudhoney, U-Me 
n, Soundgarden etc. It be loud, you be happy. 
(SUBPOP, P.O.BOX 20645, SEATTLE WA 98102) 
CINECYDE Who Goes There? (Tremor) Recently the la 
te great BO's have seen the re-union of many oft 
he 77 punk and new wave bands who can't help but 
notice the lucrativeness of today's indy scene & 
college radio network ... Pere Ubu, Dead Boys, Stif 
f Little Fingers, Pagans, Sham 69 are just a few 
of the biggies who dusted off their duct-taped gu 
itars and clambered out of the crypt of obscurity 
to take a few bows for starting the whole damn th 
ing in the first place. Cinecyde, while not being 
particularly mind-boggling in the first place, no 
netheless were one of the very early Michigan pun 
k bands witna pop/punk sound and a solid D.I.Y. 
attitude. This LP is an above-average collection 
of new songs with enough '77 flavor to make me di 
git. (TREMOR Records, 403 Forest, Royal Oak, MIM•vp,.,, 
THE C*NTS A Decade of Fun 1978-88 (Pravda)The C*n 
ts we re one of the greatest late 70's punk/psych 
bands releasing hopelessly limited-edition single 
s from 78-84. They never toured to my knowledge, 
rarely gigged in their hometown of Chicago and on 
ly put out one LP in their 10-year career. Side o 
ne of this features all the early singles (primo 
guitar work) and Side Two is new spew. For those 
who missed 'em the first _tim~ 'round. 
DHARMA BUMS Haywire (PopL~ama) This is ~leas 
ant even if not mind-blowing and all cliched 
references to REM or Soul Asylum should be 
filed under irrelevant. I can see this going 
over well college-wise since sometimes the 
vocals are convoluted and the music more 
safe than sorry, but other times it pretty 
much rocks , like "Jet Pilot" and "Walking 
Stick" -- decide for yerself. POB 95364 
Seattle WA 98145. 
Bill Frisell 
BILL FRISELL Before We Were Born (Electra) This f 
ella tends to get classified under "jazz," but do 
n't be led astray. Frisell is simply one of the 
most innovative and hdav* guitarists to saunter d 
own the road in a goo w ile ... long-tirne associat 
e of John Zorn, he takes off on appropriate Zorn­
influenced (and arranged) tangents, particularly 
the 13-minute Bi~ Gundown-ish "Hard Plains Drifte 
r." Hipper than ip, Fripper than Fripp , Frisell 
will wind his guitar leads around your noggin' li 
ke a warm day in spring. Whee! 
GIANT SAND The Love Songs (Homestead). Wow! This 
was a pleasant surprise. Considering this is the 
12th Giant SAnd disc, I've heard moot little of s 
aiaTuscon cactusacid twangers, as they've been g 
etting far more ~apean attention and record deal 
s than statewise. Leave it up to Homestead to com 
e to the rescue and make this available to those 
who can 't access the Eurostuff. Giant Sand combin 
es the paranoia of Tonight's the Night-era Neil Y 
oung with instpiration scrawled on truckstops nap 
kins on non-stop Barracuding across the empty Amer 
ican night. Ominous and relentless, Howe Gelb is 
layin' down some mighty resilient tuneage . 
GOO GOO DOLLS Jed (Metal Blade) Jnd outing from t 
his Buffalo NY punk-metal trio shows no sign of 1 
etting up the energy level. Good vocal melodies a 
nd tight instrumentation. This is beer-drinkin ' , 
drag-racin' tuneage ala Stink-era Replacements to 
be played when doing donuts in the K-Mart parking 
lot with your '67 Catalina. 
GOTHIC HUT Show Me Yer Belly (Show Me) For ex-mem 
bers of the wonderfully weird and noisy Los Angel 
es Free Music Society, this is a disappointment. 
The days of Le Forte Four are gone it seems. Albe 
it, this is a tad offbeat , but nowhere as interes 
ting. "Parasitic Twin" is really the only c ut tha 
t suggests the skewed vision of L.A . F . M. S . 
(Show Me Records and Tapes, P.O . Box 71 86 2 , Los AN 
geles CA 90071). 
THEE HYPNOTICS (Beggar's Banquet import) Majorly 
powerful retro sonic overdrive ala Stooges, Litte 
r , et al. These boys have got the proper spirit, 
as this debut o' destruction attests. Sure it ain 
' t 1969, but who gives a shit ...most bands mine t 
hat 60's lysergic graveyard w/out drawin a drop o 
f inspiration 'r anything new. Thee Hypnotics jus 
t throw more nitroglycerin on the fire. Crash you 
r car to "Preachin ' and Ramblin" (Prophets of Ene 
rgy Fan Club% 1719 Alma Road, London SW18 lAA} 
THE LEAVING TRAINS trans ortational d. vices (SST 
)Another stunner from the Trains. I'm biased abou 
t this one ..• the Leaving Trains have always been 
one of my favorite bands and it is simply wonderf 
ul that they have a consistant base (at last) fro 
m which to record and tour. The songs on this one 
a re are as straightforward and well-crafted as eve 
r . "Dude the Cat" is a great "happy song" while " 
" Love or Die" "Payday" and "Dead Days" rock in th 
e red. The covers of the Buccaneer's "You're Neve 
r Gonna Love me Anymore" and the Urinals' "Black 
Hole" are right on as well. James, what's this co 
llaboration w/ Kate Braverman? I'm intrigued. 
MYSTIC EYES Our Time to Leave (Get Hip) This labe 
1 has yet to let me down, culling the garagiest o 
f garage bands from such out-of-the way spots as 
up state New York, Pittsburgh and Maine and makin' 
sure the rawness get's transferer to vinyl intact 
. These cats look as if they 've been playing $2 g 
igs at hole-in-the-wall bars for a few years now 
and are getting a little paunchy at the seams, bu 
t that's cool cause their sound is pure and true. 
No paisley posturings or '80s production techniqu 
es here, just straightforward burts of organ-powe 
red basement distortions. Sounds a bit like a ton 
ed down Lyres. 
RED TEMPLE SPIRITS Dancing to Restore an Eclipsed 
Moon (Nate Starkman & Son). SOMEWHERE BETWEEN BAU 
HAUS & SAVAGE REPUBLIC RESIDE THE RED TEMPLE SPIR 
ITS ••• THE COVER OF THIS LP SUITS THE MOOD PERFECT 
LY ... DARKLY QUIET WITH A FURIOUS EDGE, OR MAYBE T 
EXTURED EERIENESS AT ITS FINEST. WITHOUT PIGEONHO 
LING THIS BAND, THEY COULD BE COMPARED TO PORNOGR 
APHY ERA CURE OR POSSIBLY EARLY JOY DIVISION. THI 
SHARD HITTING QUARTET PONDS OUT A TRIBAL, ALMOST 
SHAMNISTIC TRANCE AND DEALS WITH SUBJECTS AS DIVE 
RSE AS ANCIENT INDIAN RITES, OUT OF BODY EXPERIEN 
CES AND NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION. AND FOR THE RECORD, 
THEIR RENDITION OF PINK FLOYD ' S NILE SONG IS, DAR 
EI SAY 
1 
MORE EXCITING AND ALIVE THAN THE ORIGINA 
L. THIS LP IS A MUST FOR EVERY CLOSET GOTH"S COLL 
ECTION, IT COULD WELL BE THE BEST RELEASE OF THE 
YEAR. -Lu 
ROYAL CRESCENT MOB Spin the WOrld (Sire) Columbus 
Ohio's gift to ridiculosity, R.C. Mob follows in 
the footsteps of the Replacements by signing on t 
0 Sire to continue their blitz of Ohio Players fu 
nk meets Deep Purple-era metal. A he~l~hy eclect~ 
cism here reminiscent of NRBQ in spirit. They gi 
g around ~he area every now and then, so catch ' e 
m live . 
VE SKULL Positraction (Caro~ine) Ullmtroast LI
1 tions in an agittarloudness co~p i~a'tive rage along the 
rhythmically voca hri71.of big apple psycho 
lines of the new sc oo very thickly 
noize (S. Yout~k Swan~~·oeanut butter sand 
orchestrat7d lie~ w ~live and kicking. 
wich, lulling a~ t~me~~t real, bot. blue: 
Lyrically, not a~ ft for you in my mind 
"There's a place,. e rooves really 
l ike a hole. · · hThe~~ gW 26th St. NY NY 4blast. Don't bes Y· 
0016. 
7 1 
SCREAMING TREES buzz factory (SST) Damn loud slab 
of _mighty monstruss longhaired monkeyshines from 
this Northwestern combo. I'm not sure if the SST 
sound helps 'em or no, but there's plenty to be 
ha~py abo~t, from straight-on chuggers to hippy 
trippy daisy psych to wa-wa emanations. Very pres 
ent and immediate. 
SLOVENLY Ripos te (SST) Murmuring intonatio 
ns transport me to wave-devoured isles of 
rep7titi~e imaginations whilst aural edges 
of immediacy tap my shoulder in uncomfort. 
Slovenly once again delivers a very heart­
felt album and with just a little resolve 
has transformed a once-blackened lump of 
coal into a many-faceted diamond then back 
again utilizing a poetic lyrical brilliance 
rarely seen or heard that doesn't grow on 
y~u, but lives with in you, coupled with 
fi~ely crafted nonpop jangling intensities 
bright enough to read by crouched in dark 
corners of circumstance. POB 1 Lawndale CA 
90260. 
TALL DWARFS hello cruel world (Homestead) What a 
treat! All the best cuts from this New Zealand du 
o's 7 "ers. The Dwarfs rank w/ the very best of do 
-it-yourself songsters in the tradition of the Ve 
lvets, Syd Barrett, Desperate Bicycles, Urinals a 
nd Self-Control. The tracks culled here ra,ae fro 
m acoustic clap-trap to high-powered keyboard ins 
tumentals. Most of the recordings were done in th 
eir home studio, so don't expect orchestral washe 




MAUREEN TUCKER Life in Exile after Abdication (SO 
zillion million Watts) This LP is destined to be 
a classic, a vital touchstone that informs us jus 
t what we are doing here on this particular plane 
tat this particular time. For those who relish t 
he quirky twists and turns in the backwater tribu 
taries of the swamp of U.S. indies, this lil' col 
lection of songs is not just a glittering of fool 
's gold in the feldspar, but a motherlode of the 
real McCoy, a collaboration not only re-uniting L 
ou Reed and Moe Tucker, but with B.A.L.L. and Son 
ic Youth folk on backdrop. Throw in musical oddba 
lls Jad Fair and Daniel Johnston and you're in for 
a hoot. This is the spirit of the Velvet Undergro 
und intact, viable, immediate and as spontaneous 
as the early stuff. (SO Zillion Trillion WATTS Re 
cords, Inc. 5721 S.E. Laguna Ave., Stuart FL 
34997-7828. 
focvs 
rev~ews by Kristin Brucker 
Miriam Sagan Acequia Madre: Through the Mother 
~ a poem. Miriam Sagan takes her"experience 
and mystery of womanhood and applies it whole­
heartedly to her poetry and her world. Acequia 
Madre journies from New York to New Mexico, from 
childhood: 
Slapped, I scream 
Slapped, I'm born 
New York City, April, 1954 
to the time 
I began to flow, I began to cease, be 
ceaseless. 
She takes the things around her, sights, sounds 
motions and images and turns them into a metaph~r 
for herself. The poetry is personal, feminine 
touching . and touchable. ' 
Miriam Sagan The Paths From the Nudist Beach is 
the story of r'Ivewomen set in New England around 
Elizabeth, the second child in a family of four 
girls. As the story unwinds, the threads that bind 
the family together cross and solidify, forming a 
subtle web of support providing at last a brief 
glimpse of the realities and undertones of female 
relationships, Although the narrative is very
short it attempts to cover most of the cliched
relationships between women and men and between 
women and other women. The characters are typical
yet developed in such a fresh, unselfconscious 
way as to be completely believeable. Overall, an 
unsentimental view into the complex issues that 
the story does not attempt, nor does it need, to 
define or explain.
Miriam Sagan Spilled Marmalade a tape. This is an 
i~va~uable cross-~ection of Miriam Sagan's poetry, 
fiction and her views of literature and art. It 
provides insight into her work and she relates
several aspects of her influences. Her work is
seductive and lilting and musical with traces of 
her New Jersey background peeping thru -- anyone 
finding themselves drawn to strongly feaii~ine
poetry would appreciate this collection of readings
absorbinq and precious.
TRUTHS TO BE SELF EVIDENT... 
that until women UT CrTatnf equal;
wr rd'~ to hold manlund's laws,
objttu and positions of powf'r 
tob«-sac~. 
and vow to USC' our CrTativr enrrgin
·,o rumine every altemativr available 
in order to cttatr luvoc
and by any means necessary 
worl to topple 1hr ,mpirT that profits
from 1hr raP", dnth, and 
psychological dntn1ction 
of "" of the population 
of thr Uni,NI Statrs of Amrrib. 
The Preyina Mantis 
Women's 8ri8ade 
worm-wood (wOrm'wood') n. 1. Any of several aromatic plants 
of the ge_nus_A rtemi.<io; especially, A. obsi,ithium. native to 
Europe. y1eldrng a bitter extract used in making absinthe and in 
flavoring certain _wine~. Also called :•absinthe." 2 . Something
harsh or embittering . [Middle En~h~h wormwodl!, variant (in­
fluenc_ed by wo1t.M and wooo) of wumodl!, Old English 
wnmod. lrom Germanic wer-mod- , wnr-miid- (unattested) . See 
also vermouth .J 
2000 & none Grenada A spoken blurb piece by 
Joe Napora with cadent musical accompaniment 
that drips with verity written about the 
guasi-imperialis~ic invasio~ of Grenada, ~u~ 
is inclusive of the total history of US mili 
tary-industrial decadence, starring a cast of 
bastards: McKinley, Wilson, Kennedy (what a 
joke!), Johnson, Nixon, Reagan and their- co 
horts (sic). Very moving and certainly not 
jaded: "this poem may come back wrapped in a 
body bag,/ a body bag is another kind of 
uniform." This certainly elicits frustration 
with the bullshit establishment, force-feeding 
half-truths to hungry, apathetic couch spuds. 
It is scary in~its nearness and not for those 
scared of truth. $6 ppd to The Hardpress(ed) 
179 Ellington Rd. Dayton OH 45431. 
OKUNARI TATSU Sea of Hats trans. John Solt 
This is a uniguecollection of rippingly 
original and brilliant Japanese poetry,
~ollected and translated by John Solt~in 
connection with the author, who formed his 
own group, GUI, after Kitasono Katue (1902-
78) disbanded vou, spanning over thirty years
of poetic meanderings. Discordant and brimming 
with reality, so much so that it forces you 
to step back a bit and re-examine that over­
neglected scab on your thumb that all of a
sudden started bleeding -- the newer poems 
even more so and Okunari's drawings are 
thought- less-provoking in their stark sim 
plicity. "the dictionary lists nothing 'about/
the jaws of stars" 
JOHN M. BENNETT Regression Incredible syn tact 
ical mezmerizations tap at the brainstem as 
only wing-tipped solicitors are able to a ccom
plish, it appears this little book of poims is 
crafted around a verbal architecture of both 
subtle sounds and buried meanings in a c omplete 
ly non-academic (thank dog) vein, "l i ke a goat
eating bricks" -- not just weirdness. $2 Luna 
Bisonte Prods. 137 Leland Ave. Columbus OH 43214
Loompanics Unlimited. 1989 Main Catalog. Port 
Townsend, WA 218 pp. $2. Remember The Whole Earth 
Catalog -- self-sufficiency, personal growth, utopian 
visions, innovative technology? That was then and now, it's 
today. Differing in purpose and point of view is the 1989
Main Cat.alog of Loom panics Unlimited, the dark side of the
power: it is Whole Earth ruthlessly re-edited by Friedrich 
Nietzsche. This is either the worst, or as it modestly 
proposes "the best catalog in the world" -- somewhere there 
must be a cookbook with a recipe for hobbit tartare. The 
catalog pushes pragmatism past the point of fantasy where 
its archetypal user, the soul of Rimbaud in the body of
Rambo, struts unobtrusively, a Road Warrior with outside 
interests. On paper at least Loompanics and its customers 
are not too particular about what it talces to get what they 
want. Consider John Minnery's six-volume epic How to
Kill, the lockpicking manuals by Eddie the Wire, or ~
of Methamphetamine Manufacture by Uncle Fester. Not to 
worry, Loompanics mailorder mayhem hasn't launched its 
20,000 customers on any apparent crime wave (but then 
they may have read Invisiblity Secrets of the Ninja. so how 
are we to know?). Avowedly egoist and amoralist,
Loompanics is nonetheless more reliable than most outfits, 
just as atheists are generally more ethical than Christians. 
Who then are Loompanics customers? They're probably not 
the well-armed, drug-taking, survivalist, martial-arts, black-
markcteering, tax-dodging, life-extensionist, free-thinking, 
paper-tripping Discordian master criminals that a composite 
of catalog cullings would suggest. I think they are ,mostly 
spiritually restless materialists -- macho contemplatives 
locked into day jobs, dreaming of escape, of "vonu" 
(invulerability to coercion through withdrawal from society), 
looking for enough to tide them over till a better day. . . 
they long for the big score. Loompanics does not, strictly 
speaking, believe in "rights" as something really out there 
(cf. L.A. Rollins, Tu Myth of Natural Rights Loompanics 
1983): Loompanics insists that since governments know all 
about violence and dirty tricks, individuals too had better 
learn the score. Rhetoric too facile to excuse a torture 
manual? Maybe, but isn't it a pensive point that many
manuals on the Dark Arts are reprints of government
publications; like Covert Surveillance and Electronic 
Penetration and Barrier Penetration Database. As a first
approximation it's fair to characterize this individualistic 
self-liberation stance as "anarcho-capitalist": the Loompanics 
logo depicts a solar-powered spaceship flying the black flag 
inscribed with a dollar sign, though they do publish left and 
post-left volumes if they complement their philosophy.
Loompanics emphatically departs from the uptight anality 
typical of libertarians, who tend to shun books like £.w 
Poker. Quit Work, and Sleep Till Noon. And Loompanics is 
also, in a small way, doing a good service as a publisher of
reprints along with rip-off manuals -- the perfect product 
from the vendor's standpoint. How does it all cash out?
Surely not in martial-arts marauding. With gun ownership
in six figures in this country it's silly to fret over 
Loompanics selling instructions for homemade zip guns
since a good share of homicides are committed by the police. 
In conclusion, if Loompanics readers are attuned to its 
wavelength as I receive it, they pursue liberty through
privacy, more by avoidance than approach: if everybody
minded his own business, it would revolutionize the world. 




Yes. It's true! The human race con sleep easier now. knowing 
tho1 at long lost. 1he big bod Boogeymon Is gone forever! Just
Imagine how much nicer everything wtll be now:
No more holv wars!
No more kitlina in the name of niefll!
No more se/f.n,,metuatino hatred and fear!
No more alorifiecl ionoranoe!
No more of that "scientific creationism" idiocv1 
No mo,,, anti-abortion stuoidit'Y!
No more boo/< banninos!
No more movifl oensorshiD! 
 And best of alt, 
NO MORE TELEVANGELISTS!!
Jmt bnagine all the inoney-gn,bbirc, hypomti011. llible-thuq,ing dlild
moles..,.. likr FalWl!il, Swaggart and llokbr. out ol wortr. and 11aN11ng Ill the 
unenplo~t lines, ntmm11ging through ~cans fo< tlmr rext ,raJ. or
~I getting knifed ID dull\ •- a cu, of ""'P"' a half._..., hrinlde Ill an
alley oomewhrr<. l(lnd of wann, ~" '-rt. clam,'t h7





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PATRIARCHY. EUROPEAN CULTURE 
AND THE DESTRUCTION OF 
THE U.S. SOUTHWEST 
by Bi 11 Meyers 
This essay will. for the most part~ move 
backwards through time, starting with the 
present and attempting to trace the causes 
of the destruction of the ecology of the 
region roughly encompassing the present 
states of California, Nevada. New Mexico. 
Colorado, Arizona and Texas. It will 
regress back to the roots of destruction in 
a culture that emerged in the caucausus 
mountain region of Europe sev ral thou and 
year ago. It should b com obviou to the 
reader tha th devastation of lif that we 
s e today in th southwe tern U.S.A. i on 
of h concludin waves in an poch of 
d truction that pr viou ly ov rtook Europ 
and th tern section of North Am rica. 
In a tim when the g neral body of 
scientists and the thinking public is 
finally concluding that the destruction of 
the ozone layer by chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFC's) could bring about worldwide 
ecological apocalypse within 20 years; when 
the separate phenomena of the Greenhouse 
effect may radically alter the ecology of 
the world over the next 80 to 100 years; and 
when nuclear war continues is be probable, 
with its micro-second climax to billions of 
years of evolution, the dying organism, 
through its human component, reflects on the 
errors it has made: 
While there was exploration by 
Europeans in Texas as early as 1519, the 
first permanent settlement from Mexico was 
in 1716 and included what became present day 
Nacogdoches. In California Norte missions 
were first established under the guidance of 
Junipero Serra in 1769. 
Prior to this colonization the region 
was sparsely inhabited (by today's 
standards) by people's who were diverse in 
language and culture. Most lived in 
matriarchal hunter-gatherer societies, 
though some had developed agriculture and 
even irrigation. Though in many ways these 
peoples were at the top of the food chain in 
the region, there was no shortage of 
predalor animals: wolves, various wild cats. 
coyotes. and bears were plentiful. It 
should b noted, however, that there is 
considerabl evidence that when these 
original peoples invaded the Americas 
between 20,000 and 12,000 years ago they 
drove many native mammals to extinction 
before learning to live in harmony with 
their ecosystem. 
The introduction of European culture 
meant the introduction of disease, slavery, 
greed and the work ethic, Christianity, and 
patriarchy. As had been the case with 
Mexico and Peru, the result was devastation 
of the human species. In Mexico the 
population had been reduced from 25,000,000 
to 1,500,000 within two decades of the 
conquest. J n California Norte the 
population was reduced from 78,000 to 12,000 
during the mission Period. 
After reaching these low points the 
population began growing again, slowly at 
first, and with important differences from 
the pre-conquest times. Since most of the 
white immigrants to Mexico were male, they 
had interbred with Indian women. producing 
mestizos. who mainly became the middle 
class. For the most part these people, like 
the pure blooded Indians, retained the 
matriarchal reproductive culture, though 
many aspects of patriarchy were introduced. 
As a result, the population did not boom the 
way it would under the English colonization 
II 
system. Still, the cultural changes had 
begun : priests preached that a male God had 
commanded the people to "go forth and 
multiply and fill the earth" and, more 
importantly. the cattle cult was introduced, 
and along with it early weaning from breast 
feeding. 
The depopulation of human beings was 
partly made up for by the introduction of 
cattle culture. Huge haciendas were created 
that had as their main purpose the breeding 
of cattle. cattle, of course, competed with 
native species for edible vegitation. In 
addition, men became much more interested in 
killing wolves and cats that might prey on 
their cattle. 
Still, when the Anglo - Am rican invasion 
of Northern Mexico began around 1810, the
cology of region wa still quit sound. 
Th virul nt Europ an cultur introduced by 
th pani h had n mu h diluted b for i 
mad i w y to Northern M xi o. Th r had 
no ma iv popula ion xplo ion in 
T xa or California. In fat, in 1820 
Anglo - Americans in Texas already numbered 
20.000. whereas Mexicans numbered some 
2,500. While many of the Indian cultures 
had been radically changed by the 
introduction of horses and cattle, for the 
most part this had not led to any increase 
in the Indian population of the region. 
But a massive eco - crisis had already 
begun in Europe (see the appended excerpts 
from Mccaulay's "History of England") and 
was well under way in the states along the 
Atlantic Coast. The combination of rapid 
reproduction and greed inspired mono - crop
agriculture was sending a host of Anglo ­
Americans westward. When Texas became 
independent from Mexico in 1936 the process 
accelerated . Not only did the Europeans 
breed excessively, they also murdered 
Indians and Mexicans in order to seize their 
land and replace them. In order to feed the 
cancerous population of the United States 
beef production was raised to new heights. 
As a result the fragile ecology of the dry 
regions of western Texas began to unravel. 
Slavery, too, accelerated this process, 
since it was part of the cotton and tobacco 
agricultural system that required the 
constant destruction of new lands in order 
to make a profit. 
After the rest of Northern Mexico was 
seized by the United States in 1848 the 
population yraphs of the new territories, 
oon to b the states of T xa. Oklahoma, 
New M xico, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, 
Nev da, and California, began to show the 
kind of exponential growth to be expected of 
unfettered bacteria colonies . California 
alone had 24,000,000 residents by the 
1980's; Texas had 14,000,000. 
Mexico's population reached 67,000,000 
in the 1980's, compared to the United 
state's 2so,ooo,ooo. This is largely a 
reflection of the fact that European culture 
did not root strongly in Mexico. Most 
Mexicans are predominately of Indian stock, 
whereas mosl American's are of European 
stock. 
Immigration from Mexico has had almost 
no impact on the ecology of the Southwestern
U.S.A. Jn fact, to the exten·t that it has 
reintroduced a less virulent culture into 
the bioregion, lt has been beneficial. Over 
the last century and a half the extent of 
Mexican immigration has varied according to
the needs of America's capitalists and 
agribusinesses. in some decades even being 
negative. 
It should also be pointed out that
white people do not carry genes for eco ­
destruction . Rather a culture developed 
that has thus far been primarilly associated 
with Europeans. However, unfortunately that 
culture has become the dominant worldwide 
culture. now as easily found among the 
Japanese and Saudis as it is among
Europeans.
What was the origin of the disaster? 
In fact there are multiple origins; for
instance, the Mongol empire of the 13th
century seems to have almost identical
cultural origins, as does arabic culture.
However, for a variety of reasons it was
Europe that consolidated the culture begun,
probably, in the caucasus regio11 of Europe 
some time more than 4000 years ago, and it
was Europe that introduced, by conquest and
trade, that culture to the entire inhabited 
world beginning tn the 15th century. 
Two changes occurred in th ancient 
hunt r - gatherer ocieti s th t l d to
civiliz tion. One was agricultur . the
purposeful propagation of 1 n to b 
harv sted and us d food for humans. This
is generally considered to h ve been a
female invention, since gathering plants was
a typical female chore, and since the early
temples where the Goddess was worshipped
that served as centers for early 
agricultural societies were staffed by 
womeu. The societies themselves, including 
the early city states of ancient Mesopotania 
and Egypt were matriarchies. 
The second change was the domestication 
of animals, in particular milk producing 
animals. This, like agriculture, enabled 
wealth to be stored against times of famine.
It was, however. most likely an invention of 
the men, who were hunters (though there may 
have been less sex differentiation in 
hunting-gathering societies then than there 
was later on). It also made weaning from 
breast feeding possible . Whether this first 
occurred because a women lost interest in a 
child, or men decided to raise children
separate from women, or for some other
reason is not known. Possibly it was envy, 
since God was a woman, the Goddess, and only 
women bore children, and both names and 
hPritance were through the female line. 
Weaning children had several
consequences, when combined with the new
knowledge of agriculture and animal
domestication. First, it upset the natural
balance between humans and their 
environment. Breast feeding produces
hormone that generally prevent women from
becoming pregnant. Instead of producing a
child every four to six years women could 
reproduce annually. Even with a high death 
rat due to disease this would have a
dramatic effect. 
Second, it raised skill in warfare to a
new importance. Whereas prior. warfare had
been mainly ritualistic, now warfare became
a necessity. More children required more
cattle for more milk. More cattle required
more grazing land. Neighboring,
matriarchal, non - agricultural tribes had to
be exterminated or pushed out. Men who 
excelled at warfare became powerful. They
could graze more cattle, own more wives, and 
produce more children. Greed and
aggressiveness became desirable traits. 
Inventiveness also was well rewarded: the
Jndo - europeans of the Caucasus invented a
number of weapons, including chariots. 
Third, men became more interested in 
knowing who their helrs were. This required
the introduction of monogamous marriage, the
beginning of men owning women as well as
cows. It also required the invention of a
new religion, in Which the supreme deity was
a man. This original patriarchal religion,
complete with male priestesses, was
introduced to India, Egypt, and the rest of
the region by conquest. It became, through 
development, Hinduism. Judaism. and
eventually Christianity and Islam. The
importance of cows is obvious in Hinduism,
where cows are more valuable than women.
The importance of weaning is seen in the 
religion of the Romans: the city is founded 
by t.wn males who were nursed hy a wolf. For
further discussion see Merlin Stone's work. 
For a few centuries after the collapse
of the Roman Empire it looked as If
patriarchy was In trouble in Europe; what
are called the dark ages of Europe by male
historians were in fact an age of light.
The population of Europe declined to 
ecologically manageable proportions.
Paganism. mainly goddess worship, flourished 
alongside Christianity, and In southern 
France the Alblgensians declared the 
equality of women and men. However, th 
Islamic world kept the old patriar hal 
tradl ions aliv as mu ch as the chri tlan 
hur h . Trade with the moslems, rivalry,
nd a r birth or agriculture and animal 
husbandry in Europ 1 d to a r vitalization 
of Catholicism. The firs catholic crusade
was against the Albig nsians <every single
person in southern France was to be killed; 
several cities did indeed have their entire 
populations put to the sword). The next few 
rekindled a love -for war, power, and 
technology. It took only a couple of 
centuries of explosive population growth and 
consolidation of patriarchal power (burning 
of witches, replacing midwives with doctors. 
obsession with war technology and 
accumulating wealth) to prepare Europeans to 
conquer the world. 
ln the United States the Indians were 
doomed. The invading Anglos bred like rats.
They had no respect for the environment.
Their religion made them into zombies. 
Those good women and men who sought truth, 
who began to undermine Christian culture, 
often found that that culture made their 
discoveries into weapons.
Is it too late to save the Southwestern 
United States? It may be too late to save 
the world. Knowing the original causes of
the problem, the devastating consequences of
seemingly beneficial tultural changes, may
not tell us what to do now. The Pill and
the diaphragm and education may be more 
effective than prolonged breast feeding.
This author has reached several
conclusions. In addition to taking direct
action to save the environment. we must
change the culture. We must put an end to
patriarchy and the patriarchal religions
including Christianity. We must get control
of knowledge out of the universities and
corporations and to the people.
We have to use direct action and self
education as our main tactics; we must teach
self-reliance and in doing so isolate the
government from its base of support. We
must focus our educational work on those who
are not yet consumed with greed : young women
and men in the working class. We must
support the struggles of those native 
American Indians and Mexican -Americans who 
continue to reject greed as a way of life.
No list like this can be completed: it has 
to be developed by people in the course of
life.
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"NIIJlr1llly 1urpl111 value increases 
Bein& iacident to the paoe exhorted .. -
Louil Zukof■ ky from "A..JJ 
The mornin& after the aexual revolu­
tion bauposed our desire for the body 
in picca. The downward trajctory of 
1uual tlililhuion has brought into our 
midst AIDS, anarchpop, bodybuilding, 
punk/post-punk writing,' s&M fetish­
ism, tlllfoos, and vcgfl-Arians. Outrage 
over tk body's slime, which is the 
essence of punk, compels us to draw 
around boner, butt, bead and toe coat­
ingsorfar,leather, metal and plastic. In 
the gap between the body and the image 
we raise crops and props to a level of 
suhcultmal identity and so feed the 
hungry media the gist of our 1baclled 
marrow. 
At thuame time, this gap bu been a 
prime factor in making ~thy Acker 
into akiad ofJudy Blume for the young 
bondagr and leather set. The classic 
teen pmll for action on alffronts bas led 
Acker to embrace punk because "Any 
action ao matter how off-the-wall ... 
breaks wough deadness... What situ­
ates her most recent novels, "Great 
Expectations" (1983) and "Blood and 
Guts in 11.ig~ Scbool"(198'4) in the con­
tut of pimk ■ubculture is the scarred 
body wtai:b aervc:11 as footnote. 
,. Acker's vision is painfully forged i11 
the high achoo! fires of plagiartsm. 
When she lifts from Victoria Holt or 
John Keats she auffcn no romantic 
hangovtrs. She locates her quick stu­
dies of the effects of scum, sex and sui­
cide on identity in "a savage text" or a 
fourteen year old's sexual desire. She 
claims her --iext has roots simultane­
owly in the body which acts and the 
body that writes ... In a big way, her 
themes relate to the changling's body 
through pain rather than pleasure and 
h~tica.l emotions hinge on the replay 
of scenes of violence and loathing. 
Acker pleasures herself by kissing 
and telling on New York City. Of 
coune, the woman takes hard raps for 
her indiscretions from the "New York 
Times Book Review" and •Publishers' 
Weekly." But Acker bas clearly earned 
her stripes as shaker on America'!! cul­
ture circuit moving easily from biocoas­
tal poet~ scenes to ·capitalist avant­
garde art circles. Along the way, she bas 
gobbled up all the postmodern codes of 
appropriation, commerce and self-pro­
motion, and glommed all the para­
'punk tactics of bondage, shrinkage, 
theft and speed. This itinerary has en­
abled her to come on as novelist with 
would par excellence writing as if her 
pain were for sale. 
Tocnril,bthc~ea .... vl 
heT body, ■be mu■t drop IWDl:I of tbe 
maten of ■uhcuJture. Tiu■ dirty tra 
mu.imius the material dfc:dl vi writ­
in& upon her contacb., produca llaa,a 
for more contact, which in tiara mua 
for the meat of1ubcuJture. Whalnff ii 
■leazy about bcr, then, ■ IOoaly lla:..ae 
lhe m,eab lingui■tic and IHllal coe­
ncctiom in a 1ubeultan: to lie• de­
formed and deadly u in tbe dOIIUIIUC 
commodity c:uhure. 
Ponqnphyand pronmcuity etnerae 
u powerful forces in Acker._ l1aD0c u 
materialitt and muochist. In "Great 
Expectatioas," for imtana:, Acker con­
fcue■ u party to a kinky affair between 
S.t.M anarchilts. Thi.a brief disjunctive 
novel, which owe■ a debt to W)lliam 
Burroughs for technique. ahowe bow 
the global market for cultural commod­
ities gives her dominant Jover, -SCmio­
tcxt(E)" editor Sylverc Lotringer, the 
whippin11 be 10 roundly deserves. It is 
outrageous to aec how Acker at.riles 
bani to open personal wounds and so 
deepen the context in which postmod­
ern anarchy in the U.S. A. can be undcr-
1tood. For this reuon alone, ■ he 
deserves our painstaking attention. 
Aclcer's writing is, in a word, sleazy. 
This means she is destined to be a cultu­
ral rather than literary phenomenon. If 
we read correctly the first ripples about 
her in the trendy European press, then 
we can ■ee bow h• image fiUs needs 
more than the story or her body does. 
The question of whether a young 
audience exists for Acker'I worb puz­
zles me. This is because I~ a number1 
or fanzines and see withln the cheap . 
snapshots of gigs from· all over the uv­
age pica for recognition, the blunt abso­
lute of se:11411 desire, the .adolelcient 
quest for the transformation of the geo­
graphy of everyday life, all of which is 
the heart of the cxperieD<lC Acker artic­
ulates as literature. 
Ccrtainy Acker'I boob, though 
priced higher than most punk fare, 
can'I resist cheapening and lbrow... way 
status. But I am unocrtain that the mul­
tiple identities of her post-punk fiction 
will satisfy an active audience ■trug­
gling to articulate a claim to cultun: by 
vinue of their own actual, muddy lives. 
Sure, 111 front for the aesaally­
chargcd idcutity ofyoung Janey Smith 
from "Blood and Guu in High School" 
by pushing her CDDaa:tioe with Jeuer 
writers of, uy•. •Maximum Rock N 
Roll.• But whether tbe sipifac:am:ie of 
-=ttina "'Gfa1 Eq,ectatiom" in New 
Yort City and ancient Rome ii worth 
exploring I am not permitted tbe ■pace 
or time to ddail. Common 9Cmc tdb 
me not to bore you with more din on 
tbe Italian~ Syhterc Louing,er. 
or to make ■omething out of his c:oo­
ncction with Propcrtius. tbe fant cen­
tury B.C. Roman poet, who says: 
"Writing isn, a -riablc pbooomeoon 
anymore." So 111 call it quits by telling 
you only that his fi.m aame was Sc:xtus. 
I'll make n o subscription to your paradise. 
--Crass '79 
Freedom has no 'foundin g fathers '. 
--Murray Bookchin 
So long as we have not managed t o abolish any of 
the causes of human despair we h ave n o ri ght t o 
try and abolish the mean s whe r e by me n attempt t o 
get rid of despair . 
--Raou l Va neigem 
we are all still barbari ans who resort to force 
a nd violence to settle our d e bts, difficulties, 
and troubles . Violence is the me thod of ignorance, 
the weapon of the weak. The s t r ong o f heart and 
brain need no violence , fo r they a re i rres i stible 
in their consciousness of being r igh t. 
- - Alexande r Berkman 
ABC o f Anar chism 
Will the unborn c hild be the next unknown s o ldier? 
--c rucifix '82 
Bai:worm , a columnist for Cleveland', Alternative Press from 
1985-1988, has been put to sleep. 
Bob Black is the author of Tiu Aboli1io1t of Work and Othu 
Essays 111d co-edlt.or of Raills and /ncertdiary Tracls: Voices of 
Desperate /11,vniNJJion 1558 10 PresenJ. In 1977, he ,t.aned his 
poster projecl, The Last International. in Ann Arbor Ml and u.id 
in 111 interview, "I could play with words 111d ideas of the finest 
intransigence without aruwenna to any editor, and I could 
rebound a shot off a telephone pole and righl into the face of 
wmebody who'd have assumed it was unspeakable unul I said 
it." 
Kristin 'Tm such a beautiful hippie from Illinois" Brucker 
loves sun and cats&dogs and hu a garden--actually two ; one 
inside her glass ho11Se and one outside near the sandbox She is 
a third-year English major at WSU 
Richard Alan Bunch is a native of Honolulu, Hawaii; 
educated al Stanford, the Univer'51ty of AZ and Vanderbilt; 
nominated for 1989 Pushcart Priz.e; poeuy fonhcoming in Red 
Cedar Rev,= and Gryph.on. 
Ira Cohen wu a pioneer of psychedelic photography in the 
New York avant-garde of the 60',, u weU u a filmmaker and 
edit.or. His ,running mylar photograph$ were fea1ured on m111y 
classic LP and book coven, such u Spuit's 12 Dreams of Dr. 
Sa rdo1ticus and Wilham Burroughs Jr·, Speed, etc. He atill 
remuns a maverick photographer, still on the edge of not 
selling out. Last year his first one-man exhibition was held in 
Japan in the Tokyo Ginza. He is the author of a book of poems 
o,. Fut of Gold (1986). 
Rober t Dassanowsky-Harrls is an internationally 
recognized poet and edit.or of the intemauonal literature and arts 
magazine, ROHWEDDER. and the Los Angeles-based NEW 
GERMAN REVIEW. A book of poemli, Telegrams from tlu 
MetropolL, is forthcoming (Rough Weather Press). 
William Vlri:11 Davis is the author of O1te Way to 
ReconstrMcl the Scerie (1980) and The Dorl HoMrs (1984). His 
critical study. Understanding Roben Btx, is recently out. He is a 
professor of English 111d Writer-in-Residence al Baylor. 
Bonnie G. Doyle is working in San Juan. Pueno Rico 111d 
earning an M.A in English Literature at the University of 
Puerto Rico. 
Jason " Woody" Drake is a freshman Design/Tech Theatre 
major at Wright Sate University. 
Theodore Enslln is the author of aboul fifty books of poetry 
and has spent much of his life in New England. in particular 
Cape Cod 111d Maine. He once said "I suppose I would classify 
as a "non-academic" and have been allied with those who broke 
with the "New Criticism·· in the early fifties ." He has been in 
residence at Bowling Green State University as a Distinguished 
Visiting Writer thl.S semester. His new book, A1ttiphony. will 
be oul someume in 1990. 
William M. Fox was born in 1949 and has lived in Reno 
since 1960. He is E11.ecu1ive Director of the Nevada State 
Council on the Ans and edit.or of the WCPR Pren. He has 
written eleven collections of poetry, u.hibited visual literature 
throughout the United St&tes and Ew-ope 111d is 111 occasional art 
critic. 
Yasuo Fuj ltoml wu born in Tokyo on August 15. 1928 He 
started writing and took avant-garde poet K.il.llOno Katue (1902-
1978) u his mentor. Kiwono designed Fujitomi', fint book of 
poems, Kor.iJ;,, no sara (1953, Cork Plate). In 1950 Yuuo 
published a poetry magazine called Selle, in Engliih and lLalian, 
using his typewriter as a printer. He also became fucinaled with 
e.e. cummings and developed a correspondence with him and 
translated his poems into Japanese. He has pubhshed fifieen 
books of poetry and has held several exhibiu of his drawings. 
Andrew Gettler is a Namvet writing (seriously for about the 
last three yean • one chap, 01tly rlu IPWMfllairas arr fouver 
(Black Bear Press) and is the poetry editor for ALTERNATIVE 
fic1w 1t &. poetry & Maddog Press. Nominally a Buddhist, he 
practices now and z.en. 
Mori:an Gibson will be returning to lhe land of the free 
this summer after many yean abroad in Japan 111d will settle at 
Knox College in GalesbUTg, Illinois. He srudied world literature 
und philosophy with Kenneth Reuoth and Paul Goodman and 
spent time in Kyoto with Buddhist philosopher, Masao Abe. 
His books include Revolu.1ion,uy Rarolh: Poet of East M'esr 
Wisdom (Archon Books), Amo1tg BMddhas in Japa1t 
(autobiographical essays) and Pacific uuers: KeN>t!th Rarolh 
to Morgan Gibson (White Ptne) 
!Ac Meltzen Grue lives in New Orleans and is the editor of 
The New Laurel Review. She is the author of French Qi;arur 
Poems (long measure press). a winner of a Pen Shon Fiction 
Prize and a recent recipient of a fellowslrip from The New 
Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation to publish 1" The Sweet 
Balance of rhe Flesh. a collection of poetry. 
Juli~ Hallam hails from Lancashire, England and is a 
handloom weaver and spinner, involved in uchaeological work 
111d presentation of Lancashire's heritage 111d is working on an 
ongoing collection of old motorbikes and dogs. 
Alvin Helms denies that he refuses to confirm that he was 
never officially released from the Ark.ham Asylum of the 
Criminally Insane . 
Patric Jones- is a third-year English major at Wright State 
University, plays back-up lead guitu for the Oxymorons and 
spins discs for WWSU. 
Wendy Klein is a 2nd year Fine Arts major at WSU who 
recently visited the USSR. 
Ed Lawrence, living in the middle of rural Nowhere, PA. 
keeps ,n contact with the marginals through the mail 111d once 
while doing drywall work was heard to say, "I caught a fever 
from Bob Black ten years ago and never got over it." 
Clarence Maybee, during his days al Antioch College, would 
charm 111 entire crowd of drunken Antiochians with his uniquely 
simple and powerful poetry. After graduating, he moved to San 
Fr111cisco, took up work in a law firm of some sort, then 
dropped out of sight, Theae poem, were to have originally 
appeued in a scrapped issue of Version magazine in 1986. 
Bili Meyu1 is the founder of m Publishing 111d is 111 activist 
in the 111uchin movement. including the International Workers 
Auociation, the anucho-synd1calist mtema1ion1!. He has 
worked u a carpenter, machine assembler, and paralegal 111d 
currently supports himself by doing word processing 
""'"l.._ ....,.1 Tony Morrell is the conga-pounding. blues-shouting Director of the Pueblo Poetry Project and Poet-in-Residence at the 
University of Southern Colorado in Pueblo. He wu the recipient 
of the 1986 Jack Kerouac Award for his book of poems, Pueblo 
Blues (Cherry Valley). He is the author of several chapbooks, 
including Black Cai Bone (Mokersatz) and 1/te spider who 
walud MNiergrowui (Kangaroo Court). His most recent book is 
Boogie Alley (Kangaroo Coun). 
Frank D. Moore is 111 associate professor of English at the 
Community College of Philadelphia. 
Joe Napora was born in Ohio in 1944 and is the author of 12 
books of poetry ( including the entirely beautiful editions of 
Bloom Blood (a commemorative poem for the four nuns 
murdered in El Salvador) and his poetic translation of Wa/u m 
O/Mm from Landlocked Press] and a book of essays. 
Okazaki Katsusblko's now-classic Lesbian Love (1969) is 
his only book of photography and is long out-of-print. He was 
featured in Stueo Headphora.es (U.K.) Winter 1972 issue on 
"New Visua.l and Photo Poetries of Japan." He also shot 111 
unusual series of postcud photos of Hokkaido, such as 
landscape through a bicycle wheel. He has referred to his 
photography as "excrement" or "lovely vomit." He stopped 
taking photographs for 10 yean after Kitasono Katue died and 
the VOU group dLSbanded., but has recently started again due to 
renewed interest in his work. 
Martin E. Pleiss is a 3rd year B.F.A. an student at Wright 
State He I.Ives in Yellow Springs OH and recently returned from 
travel 111d studies in Europe and Souih Africa. 
Bill Shields is the author of Post Vielrwm Stress Syndrome (l 
111d Il) 111d Nam. He lives outside of Pi ttsburgh. "shufning for 
the wage as a printer. Always a father, occasionally a poei. Still 
waking up in the morning with the mud from the Delta smeared 
in my face. & a little on my family." 
John Solt is just completing his dissertation, "Shredding the 
Tapestry of Meaning: The Poetry and Poetics of K.itasono Katue 
(1902-1978)" at Harvard University. He i, a scholar and 
archivisl of Jap111ese poetry and an and author of The Memories 
Are More Than I Can Remember (One Mind Don't Press, Tolcyo 
1980), Urtderwaur Balcony (Kaijinsha Press. Japan 1988) and 
anything you do1t't wanJ you can•, have (X World Congress of 
Poets, Thailand 1988 ). 
Scott Stalnaker is a fourth-year rehabilitation m&Jor at 
Wright Stale University. 
Don Thrasher is a recent graduate of WSU 111d lives in 
Dayton, OH. 
Tsuji Setsuko wu in the poetry group1 Pan Poesie and VOU 
before atarting her own. called "O". She has 8 books of poetry, 
one book of short 1tories and several dozen avant-garde 
photographs. She wu featured in NN" Directions 34 (1977). 
Kenneth Warren is an usociat.e editor Ill Conlact I/ 111d 
librari111 by profession. Poems from his song cycle, "Rock/The 
Boat," will be featured in the next issue of /nJerslali!. 
Jobn Wolff is a Pocatello, Idaho poet that we overlooked in 
our search for Western landscapes, though he says "I don't 
really consider myself a "west.em writ.er" or rrgionalisto, the 
West always seems to crop up in my work." He recently gave a 
reading at the University of Cincinnati. 
Yamamoto Kansuke, along with Kitasono Katue and Sansei 
Yamanaka, pancicpated in the Japanese surrealist movement 
before the war. In 1938-39, he edited and published fom issues 
of the surrealist magazine, Evening Fountain. He was a member 
of VOU 111d the Art.Ii and Culture Associauon. After the w ar, he 
supervised the avant-garde photo assembly, "VIVI" "misfortune" 
class. He displayed anicles in VOU, Ans & Culture Association, 
Modem Art Magazine and took part in a number of group 
exhibitions. He is the author of BMlterfly (1970, Nagoya). 
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